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FORM APPROVAL PENDING

This form should accompany all data submissions to the National Oceanographic Data Center.  Section 1, Contributor
Identification, must be completed when the data are submitted.  It is highly desirable for NODC to also receive the
remaining pertinent descriptive information about the submitted data at that time.  Please include any relevant reports,
publications, or other supporting documentation that assist in describing data collection, analysis, and format specifics.

SECTION 1.  CONTRIBUTOR IDENTIFICATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT WHO IS SENDING THE DATA TO NODC.)

1.  Name of contributor 5.  Telephone

2.  Organization/Institution name 6.  Email

3.  Mailing address 7.  FAX

4.  City                                          

     State/Province

     Zip/Postal Code

     Country

8.  Other contact methods/information

SECTION 2.  DATA COLLECTOR IDENTIFICATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT WHO COLLECTED THESE DATA.)

1.  Name of data collector 5.  Telephone

2.  Organization/Institution name 6.  Email

3.  Mailing address 7.  FAX

4.  City                                          

     State/Province

     Zip/Postal Code

     Country

8.  Other contact methods/information
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SECTION 3.  GENERAL DATASET DESCRIPTION
(PLEASE COMPLETE GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THESE DATA.)

1.  Dataset Title (if applicable) (may be sent in an included ASCII text file named “abcTITLE.TXT” where abc are your
initials)

2.  Dataset Abstract (please provide a brief description of the contents of the dataset) (may be sent in an included ASCII
text file named “abcABSTRACT.TXT” where abc are your initials)

3.  Dataset Purpose (please provide a brief statement about the purpose for collecting these data)  (may be sent in an
included ASCII text file named “abcPURPOSE.TXT” where abc are your initials)

4.  Dataset collection dates

First day of data collection

Last day of data collection

5  Dataset location
Northernmost Latitude
Southernmost Latitude
Easternmost Longitude
Westernmost Longitude
Ocean/sea area names

6.  Platform(s) used to collect these data
Platform name(s) and type(s)

7.  Instruments used to collect these data
Instrument(s)

8.  Parameters measured
Parameters

9.  Project name(s) 10.  Original cruise name(s)

11.  Volume of data transferred (in bytes) 12.  Filenames in data submission
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SECTION 4.  SCIENTIFIC CONTENT OF DATASET
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THESE DATA.)

Include enough information concerning the manner of observation, instrumentation, analysis, and data reduction techniques to
make them understandable to future users.  Furnish the minimum documentation considered relevant to each data type. 
Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data and will be available for future users.  Equivalent information
already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e., publications, reports, and README files containing
descriptions of observational and analytical methods).  

NAME OF MEASURED
PARAMETER

UNIT OF MEASURE
USED FOR
PARAMETER

OBSERVATION METHOD AND
INSTRUMENT USED (TYPE &
MODEL

ANALYTICAL METHOD
AND LABORATORY
PROCEDURES USED
(INCLUDING
MODIFICATIONS)

DATA PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES (WITH
FILTERING AND
AVERAGING)
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SECTION 5.  DATA FORMAT OF DATASET
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE FORMAT OF THESE DATA.)

Include enough information concerning the format of these data to make them understandable to future users.  Furnish at least the
minimum documentation considered relevant for your data.  Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data
and will be available for future users.  Equivalent information already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e.,
publications, reports, and README files containing descriptions of the data format).  At a minimum, please include the following
information:

1.  Media type on which data were submitted (e.g., FTP, exabyte tape, etc.)

2.  Name of included file that contains specific record layout, if applicable, including:
FIELD NAME, POSITION FROM 0 MEASURED IN (BITS, BYTES, ETC.), LENGTH (NUMBER, UNITS), ATTRIBUTES, USE AND
MEANING

3.  Brief description of file organization

4. Record type(s)

5. Data format information contact person
Name

Email

Telephone

Address

SECTION 6.  INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
(PLEASE COMPLETE SPECIFIC CALIBRATION INFORMATION ABOUT

INSTRUMENTS USED TO COLLECT THESE DATA.)
Include enough information about instrument calibration to make it understandable to future users.  Furnish the minimum
documentation considered relevant for each instrument.  Documentation will be retained ‘as is’ as a permanent part of the data and
will be available for future users.  Equivalent information already available may be substituted for this section of this form (i.e.,
publications, reports, and README files containing descriptions of observational and analytical methods).  

1.   Name of included file that contains specific calibration details, if applicable, including:
INSTRUMENT TYPE (MFR., MODEL#), DATE OF LAST CALIBRATION, LAST CALIBRATED BY (NAME, ORGANIZATION),
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATED AT (FIXED INTERVALS/BEFORE USE/AFTER USE/BEFORE AND AFTER USE/ONLY AFTER
REPAIR/ONLY WHEN NEW/OTHER (SPECIFY)/INSTRUMENT NOT CALIBRATED


	s1_email: ssponaugle@rsmas.miami.edu
	s1_name: Su Sponaugle
	s1_institute: University of Miami, Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science
	s1_phone: (305) 421-4069
	s1_address: 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway
	s1_city: Miami
	s1_state: Florida
	s1_zip: 33149-1098
	s1_country: USA
	s1_fax: (305) 421-4600
	s1_otherCTC: enter other contact information, if needed
	s2_name: Robert Cowen
	s2_institution: University of Miami, Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science
	s2_phone: (305) 421-4023
	s2_email: rcowen@rsmas.miami.edu
	s2_fax: (305) 421-4600
	s2_otherCTC: enter other relevant contact information
	s2_city: Miami
	s2_state: Florida
	s2_zip: 33149-1098
	s2_country: USA
	s2_address: 4600 Rickenbacker Causeway
	s3_title: enter a descriptive title
	s3_abstract: As part of our study oceanographic data were collected from a variety of sources during three cruises aboard the R/V Walton Smith (WS0714, cruise 1: May 29-June 14, 2007; WS0720, cruise 2: July 30-August 13,2007; WS0809, cruise 3: June 17-July 2, 2008). During each cruise we sampled ichthyoplankton at approximately 100 stations throughout and upstream of the Straits of Florida (SOF). Throughout the entirety of the cruises we collected data using a shipboard RD Instruments Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) with a 75 kHz system that measured deeper currents (16-208 m in 8 m depth bins). At a subset of the sampling stations we deployed a SeaBird conductivity–temperature–depth profiler (CTD) system with fluorometer and dissolved oxygen on a 12 bottle rosette. Additional information about the data collected by these two instruments can be found on page three of this document under SCIENTIFIC CONTENT OF DATASET. 
	s3_purpose: These data were collected as part of a study that seeks to quantify the relative contributions of upstream (far-field) versus local (near-field) sources of reef fish larvae to the Florida Keys. The study integrates a comprehensive, three dimensional hydrodynamic model with a Lagrangian particle tracking model to connect the pathways between observed ichthyoplankton distributions and larval settlement. We sampled ichthyoplankton distributions during three cruises along transects well upstream of the Keys (to intercept larvae from far-field sources) and across the shelf, into the Florida Current front, and through any present mesoscale eddies. Settling larvae and recruited juveniles were sampled during six weeks during and following each cruise at two locations in the Keys. Analysis of the otoliths of pelagic and settlement stage larvae and new recruits is enabling us to test hypotheses related to larval distributions, growth, and survival. These data will then be incorporated into the coupled biophysical model to both forecast and hindcast pathways between observed larval distributions and settlement, and between larval distributions and spawning sources. Finally, iterative model runs will be made over a simulated five year period to quantify the relative contribution of local (near-field) and upstream (far-field) larval sources. The oceanographic data collected throughout this project will also enable us to address questions related to the interaction between fish larvae and their physical environment in terms of growth and survival. We are also using the data to identify and characterize mesoscale eddies present during the sampling periods so that we can better understand the effects of these physical features on larval fish growth and survival.
	s3_startDate: 5/29/2007
	s3_endDate: 7/02/2008
	s3_northLat: 25.98600 (in decimal degrees)
	s3_southLat: 23.1496333333333 (in decimal degrees)
	s3_eastLon: -80.07440 (in decimal degrees)
	s3_westLon: -84.80767 (in decimal degrees)
	s3_platNameNType: R/V Walton Smith operated by the University of Miami
	s3_parameter: depth, GMT date, GMT time, latitude, longitude, salinity (2 measurements), fluorescence, temperature (2 measurements), scan count, dissolved oxygen, density, oxygen saturation, PAR/irradiance, beam attenuation, beam transmission, year, month, day, hour, minute, second, current velocity along east-west vector for 25 depth bins, current velocity along north-south vector for 25 depth bins, current speed/magnitude for 25 depth bins, current direction for 25 depth bins, percent good 1 for 25 depth bins, percent good 4 for 25 depth bins, ship speed, ship direction, latitude, longitude
	s3_origCruise: WS0714 (cruise 1: May 29-June 14, 2007), WS0720 (cruise 2: July 30-August 13,2007), WS0809 (cruise 3: June 17-July 2, 2008)
	s3_filename: CTDData.txt, WS0714_ADCPData.txt, WS0720_ADCPData.txt, WS0809_ADCPData.txt
	s3_byteCount: 34,427,904 bytes
	s3_project: NSF Connectivity
	s3_instrument: Sea Bird  conductivity–temperature–depth profiler (CTD) system with fluorometer and dissolved oxygen on a 12 bottle rosette, RD Instruments Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) with a 75 kHz system that measured deeper currents (16-208 m in 8 m depth bins)
	s3_oceanArea: Atlantic Ocean, Straits of Florida, Florida Current, Loop Current
	s4_paramName: DepthDateTimeLatitudeLongitudeSalinity1Salinity2FluorescenceTemperature1Temperature2Scan CountDissolved oxygenDensityOxygenPAR/IrradianceBeam attenuationBeam transmissionYearMonthDayHourMinuteSecondCurrent velocity along east-west vector for 25 depth binsCurrent velocity along north-south vector for 25 depth binsCurrent speed/magnitude for 25 depth binsCurrent direction for 25 depth binsPercent good 1 for 25 depth binsPercent good 4 for 25 depth binsShip speed (NVM)Ship direction (NVD) LatitudeLongitude
	s4_unitMeasure: metersGMTGMTdecimal degreesdecimal degreespsupsuvoltagedegrees Celciusdegrees CelciusmL/Lsigma T% saturationEastern Standard TimeEastern Standard TimeEastern Standard TimeEastern Standard TimeEastern Standard TimeEastern Standard Timemm/smm/smm/sdegrees%%mm/sdegreesdecimal degreesdecimal degrees
	s4_instType: Sea Bird CTDR/V Walton SmithR/V Walton SmithSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDSea Bird CTDRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCPRD Instruments ADCP
	s4_method: All data from the CTD was bin averaged to get the average value per meter of depth-99999 = no data
	3_analyticTechniq: FYI - Percent Good = A key quality control parameter, percent good indicates what fraction of the pings passed the various error thresholds. Each depth cell reports four values for percent good, and the meaning depends on the coordinate frame. If data is collected in beam coordinates, then the four percent good values represent the percentage of the pings collected by each beam for that depth cell whose correlation exceeded a low correlation threshold. In the other coordinate frames (ADCP, Ship and Earth Coordinates), the four Percent Good values represent (in order): 1) The percentage of good three beam solutions (one beam rejected); 2) The percentage of good transformations (error velocity threshold not exceeded); 3) The percentage of measurements where more than one beam was bad; and 4) The percentage of measurements with four beam solutions.
	s5_mediumType: FTP
	s5_filename: ADCPData_ColumnHeadings.txt, CTDData_ColumnHeadings.txt
	s5_description: We are submitting CTD data and ADCP data for three cruises (WS0714, WS0720, and WS0809). The CTD data for all three cruises is in a single file called 'CTDData.txt' and the headings for this data file are in a separate file called 'CTDData_ColumnHeadings.txt'. For the ADCP data there is a separate file for each cruise because the data files are so large. 'WS0714_ADCPData.txt' contains the ADCP data for the first cruise, 'WS0720_ADCPData.txt' for the second cruise, and 'WS0809_ADCPData.txt' for the third cruise. The column headings for these three files are identical and can be found in a file called 'ADCPData_ColumnHeadings.txt'.
	s5_recordType: NSFConnectivity_NODC_DataSubmissionForm.pdf (pdf file)WS0714_ADCPData.txt (text file)WS0720_ADCPData.txt (text file)WS0809_ADCPData.txt (text file)CTDData.txt (text file)ADCPData_ColumnHeadings.txt (text file)CTDData_ColumnHeadings.txt (text file)
	s5_name: Katie Shulzitski
	s5_email: kshulzitski@rsmas.miami.edu
	s5_phone: (305) 421-4670
	s5_address: Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science4600 Rickenbacker CausewayMiami, FL 33149-1098
	s6_fileName: Instrumentation calibrated aboard the R/V Walton Smith using standard procedures.


